
Studying BSc Accounting & Finance courses at Cass 

This Online Chat session is for applicants interested in studying our Foundation 

Pathway and BSc Accounting & Finance course. The session will be run by current 

students and academic staff, giving you the opportunity to ask questions about your 

chosen course and life at as a Cass student, societies and clubs, extra-curricular 

activities, free language classes, placement & study abroad and lots more. As this is a 

typed chat group session, you will be able to see the answers to your questions by 

other applicants . 
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Hi everyone! Welcome to our Accounting & Finance Online Chat! Today's session is for prospective students 

interested in: 

BSc (Hons) Accounting & Finance (N4N3 and NN43} 

BSc (Hons) Accounting & Finance with foundation year (N3N4} 

We are looking forward to answer any questions you might have about your course of interest or life at City and Cass . 

Hello everyone, I'm studying at the moment Management, I'm looking this course as well can I have more 

information about exemple the different subject that this course will offer or something correlated with this course 

Hi! Great to hear from you :), Is it management at University Level, or at School Level? The link to our course 

page is https://www.cass.city.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses/accounting-and-finance Here you'll find the 

modules that we are taught, both the core and the elective options 

Accounting and Finance BSc Undergraduate Degree I Cass Business School 

Cass Business Schools BSc in Accounting and Finance is one of a small number of UK degrees supported by 

the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. The programme introduces all areas of 

accounting and finance and can be a fantastic start to your career . 

Right. So I was wondering how the Accounting and Finance Bsc is regarded among employers: say I wanted to do my 

placement year not in accounting but lets say at an investment bank, would my degree still be valuable for that? The 

reason I ask is because on employment data published by City I saw that students from the Bsc Acc&Fin generally go 

into fields like audit and tax. 

There is a wide spread of interests. Some students go down the chartered accountancy route, but there are 

others who go into pure finance (financial markets, trading, asset management, investment banking). So there 

is a mix really and it all depends on your interests. The course covers both accountancy and finance. 

hi I study in ONCAMPUS (IFP} now, and I applied for Accounting and Finance of Cass. May I know our entry 

requirements? Cause I think it may be a little different from A-level 
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Hi, hope you're enjoying your studies at ONCAMPUS. For entry onto our Accounting & Finance courses we ask 

that ONCAMPUS students obtain grades AAA which shoudl include Maths. Additionally you need an English 

language proficiency qualification such as IEL TS 6.5 overall with no less than 6.0 in any sub test. There is also a 

separate criteria for the ON CAMPUS course that is given percentages rather than grades so if you're on that 

different course please let me know. 
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I have a question about the first year for Ace and Fin. Does it matter if you did Access course rather than A level? Will 

the lecturer start from the very basic? 

Hi, no we are happy to accept the Access to HE qualification for the Accounting & Finance courses. We ask 

that you obtain 45 level 3 credits of which 30 level 3 credits need to be at Distinction and the remaining 15 

level 3 credits at grade Merit or above. Additionally you need to have GCSE Maths grade 7 or A and GCSE 

English Language grade C or 5. If you are an applicant requiring a Tier4 visa then instead of the GCSE English 

you'd need IEL TS . 

Hi, Is there any mandatory internship to complete the course? If yes, then does the CITY has any agreed partnership 

from the top 4 auditing firms? 
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Hello! As part of the degree, it is not compulsory joining an internship programme. It really depends on you. 

However, it does make a difference to you and your future career as it will definitely add personal and 

professional value to it. 

To help to guarantee an internship, City University offers a careers hub always available to you. 

What are the entry requirements for studying accounting and fiance? 
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Hi, what qualification are you currently studying towards or already hold (e.g. A Level, BTEC) and I can then 

advise you? 

• 

I have a question about the first year for Ace and Fin. Does it matter if you did Access course rather than A level? Will 

the lecturer start from the very basic? 

Also, first year modules are introductory and we do not assume any prior knowledge in the subject areas we cover . 

Thanks ! My other question is more relevant to all EU candidates here: are there any updates regarding EU students 

coming to study in the UK in 2020? 
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Hi, we haven't been advised of any changes and have been told that EU stud nets joining us in 2020 will be 

paying the same fee as Home students. The best place to check for any changes is this webpage on our City, 

University of London website: https://www.city.ac.uk/news/city-statements/eu-referendum-information-for

students I am sorry that I cannot advise you further at this stage. 

EU referendum: information for students 

Information for new and current students at City, following the EU referendum in June 2016. 
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Is there any chance to do a language subject along accounting and finance such as French, Spanish or Italian? 

BTEC 

Hi! Yes, City offers language couses in addition to the degree for all Cass students. These are taught with a 

business flavour, and languages include mandarin, japanese, arabic alongside other european languages 

french, german and spanish. I'd highly recommend these, and I've studied mandarin and spanish for two of my 

years. 

OK so for BTEC applicants we require triple Distinction grades in the Extended Diploma, plus you need to have 

GCSE Maths grade 7 or A and GCSE English Language grade 5 or C. 

For the in-house foundation A&F degree we accept triple Distinction grades in the Extended Diploma, plus you 

need to have GCSE Maths grade 6 or B and GCSE English Language grade 5 or C. 

Is there any chance to do a language subject along accounting and finance such as French, Spanish or Italian? 

*Also, to add, the courses are free :) and generally fit well around your timetable and studies

Is this course highly respected by employers? 

Yes! The BSc Accounting & Finance degree at Cass is 10 years old this year and we have alumni in all of the big 4 

accounting firms and major investment banks. 

�··� Thank you for your answers. How long time do I have to decide if doing a placement year in this degree? 
... .... ..,., 

You can do your placement during the third year, and you will need to apply and start to secure it by the end of 

the second year. 
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Hi I am a IFP student as well. The score is given by percentages, like,85%( high distinction), 70%( distinction), 

600/o(high credit).And I have four courses. I applied for finance , could you please tell me the entrance requirements of 

CASS finance? 

Hi Zhuoqing, are you also studying at ONCAMPUS? 

Thank you for your answers. How long time do I have to decide if doing a placement year in this degree? 

To add, if you will choose to do a placement during your third year (which it will become a sandwich year), then your 

degree will be extended to four years! 

Are there any clubs and societies at Cass? 

Yes! We have so many clubs and societies. You get both Cass societies and City societies, so best of both 

worlds! 

• Thanks a lot! Are there career fairs on campus often? If so, what kind of employers can I expect to meet? 

There is a very lively careers-related event calendar with weekly workshops, panel events and fairs which 

attract major employers. You can sign up for events via the City Careers Hub. You can also get help with your CV, 

applications, complete mock interviews and mock assessment centres to help prepare you for your 

internship/placement/graduate job applications. 

What are the different ratios or percentages for male: female and different ethnicities within this course 
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Hi, so we obviously don't yet know who will be joining A&F next year and it can chnage year-to-year but to give 

you some general demographic information: 

In September2019 we had 12 5 new first year A&F students, of which 57 % were female and 43% male. 90 of the 

students were aged either 18 or 19 , and we had 29 different nationalities join the course . 

Is it expected for the student to secure a placement or does the university provide the options? 

The university will assist you in securing a placement by advertising relevant opportunities and providing 

workshops that help you prepare for the application and assessment process. We cannot guarantee a 

placement though - you will need to go through the company's application process to secure it. We have a 

dedicated Cass undergraduate placements team which assists you with the above. 

We also have a module called Micro-placements which can guarantee a 3-5 week micro-placement with a 

company working on a project during your first or second year. This is a separate scheme compared to the 12 

month placement scheme. 

Hi. I am sorry I study at Warwick IFP now. 
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What would you say are the best things to do on an applicant day, i've got mine on Wednesday! 

Hi! The best thing to do is to attend the course directors session which is for A&F, but also the placements, 

study abroad sessions to get a flavour of the opportunities available to you.:) There will also be stands related 

to finance, accomodation etc, so it's a great chance to get your questions answered. I'd do a campus tour if you 

haven't visited already as well! 

Thanks! Say I wanted to learn some programming or study some extra modules in finance apart from my degree, 

would I be able to do that at City? 

Yes! You can learn VBA for excel and Python among others. You can also attend additional modules informally 

and follow the lectures, but you wouldn't be able to complete the assessment and have these modules on your 

grade transcript. But from a learning perspective, yes you can sit in on other modules! 

How are students assessed throughout the year? Is it purely examination based or are there mandatory assignments 

that must be passed etc? 

There's a mix, exams are are a large part of the assessment, these are taken at the end of the modules, either in 

January or May.:) But for each module there is a coursework component which can be a group piece of work, a 

presentation, an individual essay or a mid term test. 

How many hours do you usually need to spend to successfully obtain higher grade in the course' 

To be very successful, you will need to treat this as a full time job. 35-40 hours per week, which consist of 15 

hours in class and around 20-25 hours self study and project work. 

How are students assessed throughout the year? Is it purely examination based or are there mandatory assignments 

that must be passed etc? 

The coursework component counts around 20-30% of each module's overall grade. 

Hi there! Is it possible to visit a campus during the weekend? I do not live in London at the moment and I am in a 

course, therefore I would need to visit at the weekend! 
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Hi, unfortunately it is not possible to visit most weekends as we do not work on those days. However there is 

an applicant visit day scheduled for Saturday 7 March so if you were able to time your trip for that weekend 

then it would be possible for you to visit:) 
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Embrace Your London Uni Commute 

https://youtu. be/dZDsAiFq MZk 

Thanks. What is the micro placement? If possible please provide more details like with which confirm we can do? 

what will be the job profile etc? Is it every year i.e. 1st, 2nd & 3rd year? 

A micro-placement programme is an opportunity given by the University, where you will be able to choose a 

specific field where you would like to start your career (Finance, Accounting, etc .. ) and during the summer, you 

will for them for a period of 3 to 5 weeks. Firstly, you will need to apply for attending this programme, and if 

your application is successful, you will be invited to an assessment centre and a face-to-face interview. Once 

you passed all the stages, the company that will want you will get in contact with you . 

I'm really interested in applications of Blockchain in government and public finance: are there any societies or 

established Blockchain/cyrptocurrency research teams on campus? 

Yes, there are academics who do research in these areas. For example there's an event coming up and the link 

to that is here 

https://community.city.ac.uk/city/events/the-economics-of-blockchain--cryptocurrencies-

The economics of blockchain & cryptocurrencies - City Community- City, University of London 
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Thanks. What is the micro placement? If possible please provide more details like with which confirm we can do? 

what will be the job profile etc? Is it every year i.e. 1st, 2nd & 3rd year? 

Also to mention that the micro-placement programme used to be an extra-curricular opportunity for BSc Accounting 

and Finance students in the past, but from next year it will formally enter the curriculum and become an elective 

module students can complete. 
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Hi I am a IFP student as well. The score is given by percentages, like,85%( high distinction), 70%( distinction), 60%

(high credit).And I have four courses. I applied for finance , could you please tell me the entrance requirements of 

CASS finance? 

For the Warwick IFP we require Distinction Distinction Distinction Distinction which must include Maths and excludes 

English, meaning that you would also need IEL TS 6.5 overall and no less than 6.0 in each sub test. 

Will I be able to do a postgraduate in other universities both national and intern after obtaining a degree in City? 

Cass Business School is one of the top business schools in the UK and London and is very highly respected. 

Each year, BSc Accounting & Finance graduates from Cass go on to complete postgraduate studies at other top 

London universities (e.g. LSE, Imperial, UCL) and the very best even get into Oxford / Cambridge . 

Great! I also wanted to ask if there's anything you would like to tell your past self before entering studies? Would you 

give yourself any advice? 

The thing i would tell my past self is take advantage of all the fantastic opportunities available to you at 

University.:) 

If it is mandatory module, do we still have to go through the recruitment process as mentioned, submitting 

the application, f2f interview etc? 

It is an elective module and not a core one (so it is not compulsory). If you are successful with the application 

process (which is internal within the university) and secure the microplacement offer, then you can be formally 

enrolled onto the module. I hope that helps. 

Thank you so much. I really like London and CITY uni. And can I have the relevant courses while studying finance? 

Say, I am really interested in Psychology as well. 
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You're very welcome. I don't think it would be possible to study psychology at the same time as doing a full 

time A&F dgeree here unless you looked to do it privately as we don't offer major/minor or joint degrees. 

I had not doubt about the excellent reputation of City. In fact, this was the answer I was expecting from you. Thank 

you for your answers. 

Okay, thank you! I think I can join some relevant clubs to satisfy my curiosity of it while learning a full time finance. 

yes definitely! There are many societies involved in this field, as well as panels, meetings and discussions! 

Many thanks for the answers, much appreciate for providing valuable information. 
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what would you say really and truly puts Cass above the rest? The course content? It's resources, network with 

businesses? Insight from those within would be great. 

I would say the high amount of opportunities advertised and offered, the wider range of subjects you explore during 

your degree, the availability of all the people who work for this university . 

If you would like to chat with any of our student ambassadors, you can do so via our new peer-to-peer platform! 

Please visit www.city.ac.uk/ask-a-student to start chatting to our students now. 

Ask a student 

Speak with one of our current students and find out more about what it is like to study at City. 
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Thank you everyone for your questions! We hope that you found the session useful. We will be emailing a copy of this 

chat transcript to all of you in the next couple of weeks so that you can read through the questions again, and find 

links and useful contacts. 

If you do think of any other questions please do contact our team at cassug@city.ac.uk and we'll be happy to help! 

If you'd like to find out more about the University and visit the campus we'd love to see you at the Applicant Visit 

Days -you can book on line at: https://www.city.ac.uk/applicant/visiting-us 

You can also book onto the Campus Tours which take place most Tuesdays at llam and Thursdays at 2pm: 

https://www.city.ac.uk/study/visit-us/campus-tours 

For now though, thank you for participating! For those of you awaiting a decision on your application I have my fingers 

crossed for you, and good luck to you all in your current studies! I look forward to meeting you at Cass in September 

when the degrees start! :) 

Applicant events 

Attend an Undergraduate Offer Holders Day in February or March 2016. 
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Campus tours 

A campus tour led by a current student is a great way to see City, University of London. Tours run on Tuesdays at 

ll:00. 
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